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Our Commitment to Quality Products
ergonomics and creating a healthier work and home environment. We place
you, the customers, at the forefront of our company by focusing on exceptional
customer service, manufacturing high-quality products and offering a wide
selection to meet your needs. Mount-It! is your solution to a better living and
work environment, offering quality products at prices you can afford!

Quality products at prices you can afford
Your solution for a healthier workspace
Products designed with you in mind
Combining visual appeal with functionality
Ergonomically designed products for a healthier lifestyle

MI-7926

Sit Stand Workstation,
Desk Converter

<<

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burn more calories and increase your energy levels
by standing and sitting throughout the day with this
ergonomic sit-stand desk converter.
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Ceiling TV Mount
with 360 Degree Swivel
& Height Adjustment

TV Mounts

mount your TV to the ceiling to maximize
the space wherever you are, whether its at

With a variety of TV sizes, shapes and weights on the market and a
multitude of places to mount those TVs, we have created TV mounts
for most every situation. Our TV mounts are designed to maximize
your TV’s functionality and engineered to meet your needs. They allow

mount allows your TV to adapt to its space
and enhances your viewing experience with
its fully capable tilt function. Its 110 lb weight
capacity means you can mount your TV with

<<

<<

that your TV is safe on our mounts.

MI-4151

TV Wall Mount Bracket with Full Motion Articulating Arm

MI-1246F
Landscape to Portrait Rotation

Features three swivel points on its articulating arm for a full range of motion to
extend up to 18” inches from the wall. Easily swing, tilt, swivel and rotate your TV
with this heavy-duty mounting bracket..

Rotate your TV from landscape to portrait

MI-4222

sits only 1.8” from the wall for a ultra-slim

Fold-In Under Cabinet &
Ceiling TV Mount

makes it ideal for any type of location. Ideal
for portrait TV installations in commercial
applications.

This mount is ideal for mounting your TV under

<<

and workspace, enabling you to save more
counter and desk space. Its fully adjustable
design features a swivel and tilt function and
can fold into itself, so you can push it out of
the way when it’s not in use. It is also ideal for
mounting your TV on pitched ceilings and for
corner installations.

<<

MI-303B

Heavy-Duty Tilting TV Wall Mount
This universal TV wall-mounting bracket
weighing up to 175 lbs. It features a tilt function
enabling you to create a better viewing angle
while reducing glare. The integrated safety
latch bracket locking system ensures that your
TV is safe and sound. The bracket includes
an integrated bubble level to simplify the
installation process.

MI-9464

Full Motion Wall Mount with
Premium Aluminum Arms for Curved
& Flat Panel TVs

<<

TVs. The dual arm design eliminates sag and can safely hold
TVs up to 99 lbs. With adjustable VESA brackets, it is
compatible with a wide variety of TVs on the market.
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Home Entertainment Centers

CATEGORY

Create the perfect home environment with our entertainment centers. We combine a sleek look with
premium functionality to bring you the following products.

Glass TV Stand with
Mount for 32"-60" Screens
This entertainment center provides your
state-of-the-art furnishing and consolidates
your media equipment and TV into one clean
unit. The integrated TV mount eliminates
the need to drill into your wall for mounting
purposes. The spacious shelves allow you
to store all of your AV equipment while
overheating.

<<

Weatherproof Outdoor
TV Cover for 40-42" TV
What do rain, snow, ice , UV rays, dirt and dust
have in common? They all have the potential
to ruin your outdoor TV, but they don’t
stand a chance against the Mount-It! high
quality weatherproof TV cover. It’s designed
to withstand the elements and protect your
valuable TV from weather all year round.

<<

MI-874

MI-150

<<

MI-864

TV Accessories

Portable TV Stand with Tripod Base, Height Adjustable

6

With a strong and sturdy tripod base, this TV mount is the
perfect solution for a portable TV display. It easily holds
up to 77 lbs and can be moved anywhere throughout
the room making it ideal for conferences, class rooms,
meetings or at home uses. Features include an
adjustable base with rubber feet for stability and
height adjustment for a customized setup.
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TV accessories designed to take care
of your precious investment and
to give you the peace of mind in
mounting your TV.
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MI-350

TV Safety Straps for Tip Prevention & Earthquake Safety
This TV strap anchors your TV to the wall or to an
entertainment stand to prevent your TV from tipping over.
It is designed to protect your children and your TV from any
accidents so you can go about your day worry free.
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Universal Projector Wall Mount for
Short Throw & Standard Projectors

AV Equipment

With four adjustable arms, this universal projector mount is
compatible with most of the standard and short throw projectors on
the market. The adjustable arm can extend or retract to adapt to the
environment you are using it in. Utilize the tilt and swivel function to
maximize your projector’s functionality..

<<

We offer a large variety of products to supplement your AV devices at home or in the
equipment. Designed and engineered with your space and equipment in mind, our
products will enhance your audiovisual experience.

MI-803

Triple Glass DVD/DVR/
Component Wall Mount Shelf

MI-875

Mobile TV Cart with Height Adjustment for 32-70" TVs

television. The triple glass shelves hold your cable box,
gaming console, DVD player or any other additional
components you’d like. Save space, cut back on clutter
and create a sleek looking entertainment center.

<<

MI-SP08

Wall Bracket for SONOS PLAY:1
& SONOS PLAY:3
Tilt, swivel and rotate your SONOS speaker for an
enhanced listening experience whether you are
playing your favorite tunes or watching an exciting
movie. This speaker mount was designed to
complement the functionality of your SONOS with
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This premium wall mounted shelf system is designed

and church use. Manufactured from aluminum and high-strength steel, this unit will safely hold your TV and AV equipment. Enjoy the
store a laptop/AV component.

Ergonomic Products
Ergonomics is more than just a buzzword, it’s a movement that has
of ergonomic products to better your workday. Our sit-stand desks
are created to promote a healthier lifestyle at home and at work. By
sitting and standing throughout the day, you can boost your energy,
pain through maintaining a better posture.

Electric Sit Stand Workstation
Standing Desk Converter
Our electric height adjustment sit-stand desk
converter makes transitioning from sitting
to standing even easier. The USB slots on
the side allow you to charge your phone or
charged all day. The large desk top surface
features a slot to prop your phone or tablet
up. Live a healthier lifestyle with the push of
a button.

<<

CATEGORY

MI-7927E

MI-7926

Sit Stand Workstation,
Desk Converter
Our manual height adjustment sit-stand desk
converter is created so you don’t have to spend
desk. Place this sit-stand desk converter on your
Its gas spring arm allows for a smooth sitting to
standing transition so you can focus on the more
important tasks at hand, getting your work done.

MI-7928

Height Adjustable Sit Stand
Workstation Desk Converter
functionality makes this sit stand desk converter a
premium option on the market today. The springassisted mechanism allows you to smoothly transition
from sitting to standing with ease. Its strong and
sturdy base gives you the stability you need to work
comfortably throughout the day. The desk top is large

<<
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Monitor Mounts & Stands

Mount your monitor to create a healthier and more ergonomic
workspace that promotes better posture. Our monitor mounts and
stands allow you to customize your workspace by adjusting your
monitor or monitors to a position that adapts to your working style.

CATEGORY

Laptop - Tablet Mounts & Stands

Enjoy the versatility to mount your
laptop and tablet in any working or
home environment. Customize your
space to create the perfect setup with
our wide variety of mounts designed
to meet your various mounting needs.

MI-6352LT

Height Adjustable Laptop &
Monitor Desk Mount with Full Motion
This unit features both a monitor and laptop mount, and can be used with a
variety of brands and models. Two fully adjustable arms allow you to create the

<<

CATEGORY

MI-4PC312-S

<<
<<

MI-1771

Dual Monitor Desk Mount
with Gas Spring Arms
and increase productivity with the dual gas
spring arm monitor mount. Fully adjustable
arms allow you to set up a workspace that
works for you. Features an easy to install

no time.

Full Motion Single Monitor Desk Mount for up to 32" Screens
Height Adjustable Full-Motion Articulating Desk Mount integrates fashion with function, delivering
ergonomic performance with style. Increase viewing comfort and help reduce eye, back and neck
groove. The spring arm tension is adjustable to function properly with the varied weights of monitors
on the market.

MI-3780

Tablet Floor Stand with Secure Enclosure
very accommodating for home or personal use. Rotate or tilt your screen
to customize your setup and to get the most out of your tablet. Features a
locking key mechanism to keep your tablet in and thieves out. The sturdy
base and column keeps your tablet stable and safe from any falls.

<<

MI-3774

Tablet Wall Mount and Enclosure with Anti-Theft Function
This mount allows you to easily attach your tablet to the wall. Its
your tablets positioning. The lock and key
feature makes this mount ideal for public use,
environments. Its sleek and contemporary

<<

Triple Monitor Desk Mount with Height
Adjustable Arms & USB Port
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screen space. With fully adjustable gas spring arms, adjust the
height, swivel and tilt to best adapt to your working preferences.
Customize your screen positioning to better your posture and
with the integrated ports located at the base of the mount.

CATEGORY

MI-7150

is designed to maximize your workspace through improving your organization and bettering your

CPU Mount for
Under-Desk & Wall Mounting

<<

<<

Maximize your workspace and mount your
CPU under your desk with this height and
width adjustable CPU holder. Its adjustments
allow it to accommodate a wide variety of
brands and sizes. This is not only ideal for
improving organization, but it also keeps your
computer off of the ground and free from dirt
and grime.

MI-7855

Height Adjustable Rolling
Printer Cart with 3 Shelves

This mobile printer cart allows you to readily and easily move your
shelves with a pull out drawer to keep your space well organized. The
columns are stackable so you can customize the height to suit your needs
and preferences. Keep your printer and supplies in one convenient location.

MI-7134

Ergonomic Keyboard & Mouse Tray
with Height Adjustment
This adjustable keyboard tray gives you the freedom
to position your keyboard and mouse to create a more
comfortable working environment.

<<

MI-7803

Under Desk Ergonomic Footrest
Keep your feet elevated to reduce strain and fatigue and
improve comfort. This footrest allows you to adjust the
height and angle to help reduce pressure that can occur
in the lower back from uncomfortable positioning.
By promoting better posture, this footrest
can alleviate pain and discomfort.

<<
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Vehicle Mounts
Mounts created and designed for people on the go. Our line
of vehicle mounts enable you to stay connected throughout
the day and can provide your kids with the entertainment
they need to get through those long car rides.

MI-526

No-Drill Vehicle Laptop Mount

<<

Securely mount your laptop or tablet in your car so
you can stay connected on the go. The full motion
adjustability of its design allows you to customize
the height, angle, and extension to your needs.
Adjust your laptop to create a more ergonomic
and comfortable typing position. Constructed
with sturdy aluminum to prevent bounce and sag.
Conveniently collapse the mount down for easy
storage under your car seat. No-drill design means
easy installation and no damage to your vehicle.

MI-7320

Adjustable Tablet Mount
with Cup Holder Base
Built for the everyday commuter. Get the
most out of your tablet experience with
this easy-to- use design that adapts to 99%
of cars on the market. Simple cup-holder
cup holder. Mount your tablet in the car for
GPS, work, music, TV, and more.

<<

MI-7310

Vehicle Headrest Tablet Mount
for Rear Seat Passengers

The ultimate companion for road trips, commuters, and
travelers! This car mount is built to mount on any car headrest.
It creates an ergonomic hands free experience for operating
your tablet or iPad with ease. The full motion adjustability of
its design allows you to customize the height, angle, and
extension to your needs. This mount is durable and stable. It
can withstand high speeds, sharp turns, and frequent bumps
thanks to an advanced teeth-joint gripping mechanism.
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